What is WordSwing?

WordSwing is an online tool for practicing languages and a data-driven system for optimizing and personalizing language study.

It is a platform for learning how languages are learned.

https://wordswing.com

WordSwing presents: ESCAPE

A Chinese text adventure game

Attempt a daring escape and learn Chinese along the way. Escape is an interactive story for learners of Mandarin Chinese. Your choices decide how the story ends!

The game is written for intermediate learners, focusing on high-frequency vocabulary found in HSK 1-3, while avoiding words that are not useful at this level.

Escape contains only 411 distinct Chinese characters. The majority of these appear many times throughout the game, giving you the repetition you need to master them.

Total content: 5676 characters

Despite only featuring 411 characters, these characters comprise 60% of typical text. Thus, you will be practicing the most common and useful words.

准备好了吗？Ready for an adventure?
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